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Chapter 196 

 
After Haze left, Renee was left alone once more in the huge villa. 

 
Like she had done for many nights, she stood at the window, gazing out at the moon. 

 
The moon tonight was round and bright, hanging like a luminous pearl in 

the dark night sky. ‘The bright moon sends a message of love…‘ 

For some reason, Renee suddenly recalled the stranger she chatted 

with the other night. His profile picture was also a moon. 

The only message he sent her was also a picture of a moon. 

 
Renee subconsciously took out her phone, clicked on the picture of the moon, and zoomed in to 

take a closer look. Based on the angle, the picture should have been taken through the french 

window of a certain office. 

Perhaps the guy was a salaryman that had to work overtime until late at night, getting his value 

squeezed dry by his capitalist company? 

Renee smiled, casually took a picture of the moon and sent it to him. 

 
It’s weird. Although she had not chatted with the guy much, and most of the time it was just her 

complaining about her problems, she had a feeling that the guy was definitely reading attentively no 

matter what she typed. 

 

Even if he did not offer any word of comfort, he could definitely 

understand her feeling. This made her feel warm inside… 

After a few minutes, she received a WeChat notification on 

her phone. “Can’t sleep?” 

Two simple words. She could not help but feel like the person on the other end should be a calm, 

quiet and reliable man. “Yeah, lots of stuff going on.” 

“For example?” 

 
“For example, there’s a very annoying man who’s always messing with my mood. For example, my 

only relative in this world. was framed and imprisoned. For example, I want to leave this place, but I 

can’t. Everything’s going terribly!” 

 

Renee typed this message with a gloomy face, pouring out 

her grievances. The guy must be so annoyed with her 

constant complaining by now. 

So she quickly sent another message. ‘I’m sorry, I shouldn’t treat you as an emotional trash can, but 

I haven’t had anyone to talk to for a long time. Talking about it makes me feel better. You can just 

ignore what I said.” 

The guy remained silent for a while before sending out a few concise words. “Why do 

you want to leave?” “For personal reasons.” 

She was currently pregnant with twins and it would show soon. She must leave Beach City to give birth 
to the babies in secret. 

 
Before leaving, however, she needed to lay out the necessary plans for her business empire as 

soon as possible so that her babies and her could live without any worries in the future, free of 

anyone’s control. 

 

Renee did not tell the guy what her “personal reasons” were. The guy was also very 

polite and did not ask. After a long time, he finally replied. 

“It’s late. Go to bed. Maybe when you wake up tomorrow, your problems will no 

longer be problems.” “I hope so.” 

Renee exhaled. She felt much better. 

 
In this fast–moving world, was there a warmer thing than someone urging 

you to go to bed? The stranger’s concern gave her strength in this lonely 

night. 

She believed that everything would gradually get better. 

 
 

Renee put away her phone and fell asleep peacefully. 

 
The next day, she woke up early, washed herself a bit, took the USB flash drive containing the 

surveillance footage, and headed out to meet Zack to discuss tomorrow’s trial. 

But the moment she opened the door, she bumped into 

Margaret head–on! “Margaret, is it… really you?” 

Renee rubbed her eyes. Her first thought was that she’s still not fully awake yet and 

she’s seeing things. “Of course it’s me, Miss Ren.” 

Margaret held Renee’s hand excitedly and said, “You’re amazing, Miss Ren. You told me you’re gonna 

get me out, but I didn’t expect you to be able to do it so quickly. If your parents in heaven knew that 

you’re this capable, they would be so very pleased! 

“But…” 

 
Renee was even more confused now. 

 
She was trying to get Margaret out, but she had not made a move yet! 

 
“Miss Ren, what did you do? The prison guard said a scared–looking Briar Desrosiers withdrew her 

charges early this morning. and that’s why I was released!” 

 

Margaret asked curiously. 
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“…” 

Renee was stunned. She did not know what to say. 

 
Based on her understanding of Briar Desrosiers, there was no way the wicked woman would withdraw 

the charges due to her conscience. 

Then, it was most probably Stefan’s order. But the heartless man was supposed to use Margaret to 

threaten Renee. Why would he back out of the war first? 

Did he find out that Haze hacked into the hospital’s cloud storage 

system last night? Thinking of that, Renee quickly gave Haze a call. 

Haze answered the phone lazily. He was obviously 

still sleeping. “You miss me already. Bonnie?” 

“Cut the crap. Tell me, did anyone find out about you hacking into the cloud 

storage system last night?” “What’s the matter? Why do you sound so anxious?” 

“Cut the crap and 

answer me!” “No one 

found out.” 

Haze said confidently. “I coded the encryption. As long as I don’t tell anyone, no 

one would know.” Renee fell silent. She frowned and thought for a while, then 

said. “Okay, got it.” 

“What’s the matter? You…” 

 
Haze still wanted to ask Renee something but Renee had 

already hung up. “So heartless?” 

Haze lay on the large bed. His arm that was showing outside the blanket had perfect muscle lines, 

more defined than that of international male supermodels. 

“The wild kitten has quite the personality,” he said with a smirk. 

 
Meanwhile, Renee was biting her nails as she carefully analyzed what happened. 

 
Since her theft of the surveillance footage had not been found out, there should be no reason for 

Stefan to let Margaret off the hook. What was he planning? 

“Miss Ren, I’m sorry I made you worry. I knew I was gonna be alright, so you didn’t have to 

worry about me…” Margaret’s consoling words suddenly reminded Renee of the stranger’s 

words last night. 

“Maybe when you wake up tomorrow, your problems will no longer be problems.” 

 
This statement was so timely that she had to wonder if the guy could 

predict the future. Or, perhaps, this stranger was actually Stefan in 

disguise? 

Based on the picture of the moon, it did look suspiciously like the picture was taken from the French 

window in Stefan’s office! Thinking of that, Renee rushed upstairs and turned on the computer to track 

the stranger’s IP address. 

After typing a long string of code, the IP address quickly locked on to a location, and the person’s 
information was obtained. 

 
 

According to the information, this guy was just an ordinary working man in his twenties in a neighboring 

city. All the information showed that he had nothing to do with Stefan. 

It was both expected and logical. 

 
Renee heaved a sigh of relief, but also felt a bit disappointed. 

 
“Renee, oh Renee, you think too highly of yourself. Who do you think you are? Why would he waste 

his time chatting with you. on a burner account?” She chuckled to herself. 

In any case. Stefan’s sudden “truce” could only mean that he was planning something big! 

 
“Margaret, don’t go anywhere in the next couple of days. Just stay at home. I’m worried 

Stefan might play dirty!” Renee told Margaret. 

“Miss Ren, I don’t think Mr. Hunt is as bad as you think. Maybe he simply doesn’t want to hurt you. 

After all, he can see how close we are. If we really go to court, there might be no way back for you 

two…” 

Margaret persuaded, “Miss Ren, don’t be so angry. I think you should withdraw the charges against 

Miss Desrosiers too so that your relationship with Mr. Hunt doesn’t become irreconcilable!” 

 
Renee sneered. “Hah… so he’s playing mind games in order to make me withdraw charges willingly. 

Unfortunately, he doesn’t understand what kind of person I am!” 

After she said that, she headed straight for H Group, bringing the solid evidence with her. 
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Renee arrived at H Group. 

 
As usual, she was not stopped by anyone and was warmly welcomed by all the employees. 

 
Rachel Stefan’s secretary, was the biggest stan of the Renee–Stefan ship. Her eyes filled with excitement, 

she received Renee enthusiastically. 

 

“Mrs. Hunt, Mr. Hunt is in a meeting right now. Do you want to wait for him in his office, or 

should I go urge him?” “I’ll wait in his office!” 

“Okay, I’ll take you 

there.” Rachel nodded 

repeatedly. 

Generally, one could not go to the CEO’s office without 
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permission. But this woman was the CEO’s wife. The 

rules did not apply to her. 

Renee entered Stefan’s office and sat down in his chair. She turned left and right in the chair, feeling 

very comfortable. Her eyes suddenly fell on a crystal ashtray on the desk. She thought it looked 

kind of familiar. 

“Rachel, could this ashtray be… the one I gave him a while ago?” 

 
Rachel’s eyes instantly brightened. She quickly replied. “Yes, Mrs. Hunt, you sure have a good memory. This 

ashtray was the Christmas gift you gave Mr. Hunt a year ago. Mr. Hunt likes it very much!” 

 

“And this succulent. Mr. Hunt also likes it very much. He takes care of it every day. Sometimes he would 

even take pictures of it…” 

“And this mechanical keyboard. Mr. Hunt loves using it. One of the key’s broken, but he still refuses to 

replace the keyboard!” “No way.” 

Rachel’s words shocked Renee. “How could a picky guy like Stefan Hunt possibly like the presents I gave 

him? These presents look so childish to me now. Even I feel embarrassed by them!” 

“He didn’t like them before, but recently, he kept asking us to bring out the things you gave him, especially 

the coffee… He would only drink the brand that you once bought for him. We’re so troubled by it. Maybe he 

loves you, so he loves the things. 

 

you gave him too!” 

 
*Cough!” 

 
Renee almost choked on her own saliva. 

 
These fangirls sure are delusional. Stefan and her were almost mortal enemies now. There was no love 

to speak of between them! 

After Rachel left, Renee could do nothing but wait. 

 
Out of boredom, she looked out of the french window. Be it the window’s material, angle, or the scenery 

outside, it really did look like the window in the picture the stranger sent her. 

So, she took out her phone, enlarged the picture of the moon again, and compared it to the french 

window in front of her… “What are you doing?” 

Renee suddenly heard Stefan’s cold voice. 

 
She was startled. Her phone dropped to the ground with a thud. 

 
She quickly picked it up and replied with a straight face, “Isn’t it obvious? I’m 

waiting for you.” “Who gave you permission to come into my office?!” 

Stefan’s handsome face was very unhappy. He slowly walked towards Renee and said with a frown. “You 

even dare to sit in my chair? Do you want to die?” 

 

He had had a strong sense of boundaries from an early age and disliked others 

touching his things. “So what if I sit in your chair for a moment? You’re so stingy. 

See, I even gave you all these things!” 

Renee casually glanced around and saw about seven or eight old presents he 

gave Stefan. “You wanted to give me those things yourself. I don’t even like 

them.” 

Stefan’s face was cold and his voice was 

haughty. “You don’t like them?” 

Renee raised her eyebrows. “In that case, I’ll take them all back right now so that I can give them to my 

future boyfriend. It’s called recycling!” 

Stefan glared daggers at her and said, “Don’t you dare!” 

 
Renee’s pursed her lips and murmured, “You don’t like them, but you still want to take possession of them. 
What a tyrant!” 

 
Stefan made no reply to that. He simply picked Renee up from his chair and said coldly, “Why do you 

want to see me? Get to the point!” 

Renee’s expression turned serious. She asked, “Why did you suddenly let Margaret go? Did you do it out of 
conscience?” 

 
Stefan looked up with his cold eyes and stared at Renee for a long time before he flatly said, “If I say it’s 

because I don’t want to make you sad, would you believe me?” 
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“Pfft!” 

Renee burst out laughing despite herself. 

 
If anyone else had said that, she would not have felt that there was anything wrong with those words, 

but coming from the giant iceberg, it felt like a big fat joke. 

 

“Hahahaha! Mr. CEO, did a ghost possess you or something? How could those words come out of 

your mouth? Oh, that’s a good joke!” 

Stefan’s handsome face grew colder and colder. 

 
He pursed his thin lips, looked expressionlessly at the woman who had bent over with laughter, 

and said slowly. “Is it really that funny?” 

“Damn right it is.” 

 
Renee tried to contain her laughter and looked at Stefan mockingly. “You really are trying everything in 

the book to get me to withdraw charges, aren’t you? Unfortunately, even though we’ve been married for 

four years, you still don’t understand what 

 

kind of person I am…” 

 
“You think if you say something nice to me, I’ll do anything you say, just 

like old times?” Renee shook her head and laughed at Stefan’s 

arrogance. 

“Before, you were my husband. I listened to what you said because I cared about you. But now, 
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you’re just my ex–husband. Your requests are nothing to me now. Why should I do what you want 

me to?” 

Renee’s words pierced into Stefan’s heart like a sharp knife. 

 
Although it did not make a big wound, the empty feeling it left behind was 

still unpleasant. He only realized now that he seemed to have lost a very 

good woman… 

Stefan smiled self–deprecatingly. His voice was clear and chilly as he asked, “Am I really that kind 

of person in your eyes?” Renee shrugged, “Obviously?” 

“Hahaha! You’re too full of yourself!” 

 
Stefan’s eyes became even colder and more aloof. His voice was cold and sharp. “If I want to save 

Briar, I have a hundred ways to save her. The reason I spent so much time negotiating with you is 

because I hope you can quell your anger. But now… I’m 

 

running out of patience. I’m done with this!” 

 
Renee felt that there were other meaning behind those words, so she said, “I knew it, you really are 

planning something big in secret. Face me head on if you’re a man!” 

Stefan did not answer. He opened the document before him and said coldly, “You 

can leave now!” “Stefan Hunt, I warn you, you better not play any dirty tricks. I’ll 

make you pay if you do!” 

Renee’s fist smashed onto the desk in front of Stefan to emphasize her fierce warning. 

 
Stefan did not say anything else to her. He simply picked up the phone and told the security to 

come escort her out. Renee was fuming. She left reluctantly. 

She had come all this way but did not get any useful information at all. What a waste of time! 

 
She desperately needed to vent all the negative emotions, so she opened the chat with the 

stranger again and sent a row of כי 

+15 BONUS 

 
angry emojis. 

 
As if that wasn’t enough, she also sent another wall of text. 

 
 

“I’m so mad! SO MAD! My ex–husband is so annoying!” 

 
“He’s already your ex–husband but he still makes you mad. Maybe you’re still in 

love with him?” “Nonsense!” 

Renee gritted his teeth and typed a new message. “My hate for him just hasn’t subsided yet. If I 

could, I really wanted to chop him into pieces and feed him to the fish.” 

 

“Good idea. I’ll buy you a knife if you need it.” 

 
The guy’s reply made Renee laugh out loud. “You’re the best, Mr. Moon.” 

 
Looking at the his profile picture of the moon on the sea, she could almost feel the breeze blowing 

against her hair. She instantly felt less angry. She strode out of the H Group building with light steps. 

 

What Renee did not realize was that Stefan was currently staring at her 

petite, nimble figure. He leaned in front of the shiny French window, his 

deep eyes locked onto Renee… 

She seemed so small, just a tiny black dot in his vision, but he felt like he could not deal with her at all! 

 
The reason why he released her nanny was really because he simply did not want to make her sad. 

Why wouldn’t she believe him? 

 

At that moment, Stefan’s phone rang. 

 
With a slight frown, he said, “Okay, do it!” 
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Under the night sky, a white private jet was parked in a private hangar a distance away from 

the city center. Briar, escorted by several strong–looking men, boarded the plane with 

trepidation. 

“Stefan, I knew you would save me!” 

 
At the sight of the dignified man sitting inside the jet, the originally uneasy Briar excitedly 

threw herself at him. However, Stefan’s expression was cold, maybe even slightly annoyed. 

“Tonight, the jet will send you to Cyseal City, where you’ll stay for the rest of your pregnancy. You will not 

make any contact with the outside world until the baby is born.” 

 

His voice that was devoid of emotion flustered Briar. 

 
“What’s the meaning of this, Stefan? Are you trying to hide me away? How’s that any different from going to 
jail?” 

 
Stefan’s handsome face was expressionless as he coldly snorted, “You can choose to go back and 

go to jail if you want!” “No!” 

Briar was very emotional. She immediately transformed into a weak, helpless girl with tears streaming 

down her cheeks. She said pitifully, “Stefan, what’s wrong with you? Why are you being so cold to me?” 

“You know I’m innocent! Shouldn’t you help me clear my name? Instead, you’re hiding me out of sight like 

I’m some kind of embarrassment! Don’t you think this is really unfair to me?” 

 

“Unfair?” 

 
Stefan coldly said, “You want to talk about fairness in front of Renee Everheart? Don’t you think that’s the 

biggest unfairness of all?” 

 

Briar was shocked by his cold attitude. She swallowed hard and said cautiously. “I… I don’t 

understand what you mean.” She could clearly feel that the man was no longer as easily fooled as 

before. 

“You’re pregnant with my brother’s child. That’s his only descendant. For the sake of his bloodline, Renee 
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could only compromise unconditionally.” 

Stefan’s eyes were sharp and piercing. “You use this to usurp Renee from the position that rightfully 

belonged to her. You think this is fair?” 

“… …” 

 
Briar lowered her head and had no reply. 

 
“If you had simply kept to yourself, I wouldn’t have said anything, and you could get everything that you 

want. Unfortunately… you’re too greedy, too malicious. I won’t let you do as you please anymore!” 

Stefan was utterly disappointed with Briar. 

 
He could not figure out how his excellent and upright elder brother could have fallen for a woman like her 

and even had a child with her. Even before he died, his last words to Stefan was to take care of Briar and 

their child… 

“Enough talking. Just go!” 

 
Stefan finished speaking and got up to leave. 

 
Briar cried and blocked his path. “You misunderstood me, Stefan! I’m not greedy! I just want to give birth to 

Tristan’s baby safely and give him a legitimate identity! It was your idea to divorce Miss Renee and marry 

me! How come in the end, it’s all my 

 

Briar’s words made Stefan fall silent. 

 
He suddenly wondered, if there was no Briar and no baby, would he have divorced Renee? 

 
He probably would have. After all, the marriage between him and Renee was only a contractual marriage. 

There was no love between them. A divorce was probably only a matter of time. 

 

“Stefan, I know I’ve made a mistake. I promise you I’ll behave myself from now on. I’ll stay far away from 

Miss Renee. All I want is to be with you and raise Tristan’s only child well. Please, give me another 

chance.” 

 

Briar grabbed Stefan’s arm and begged hard. 

 
“The baby will be born in a few months. Do you really want him to come into this world in hiding as an 

illegitimate child? Do you want him to have no father, no legal identity?” 

 

Briar’s round of questioning made Stefan frown. 

 
His looked coldly at Briar’s slightly bulging stomach. In the end, he relented. “We’ll talk again after the 

baby is born!” “Okay. I trust you, Stefan. I’ll do whatever you ask of me!” 

Briar knew when to push her advantage and when to compromise. She said pitifully, “I’ll wait for you, 

wherever I am. The baby and I will be waiting for you!” 

The private jet roared into the sky. 

 
Sitting inside his limousine, Stefan stared with a gloomy expression at the plane that gradually turned 

into a tiny dot. ‘Brother, you won’t blame me for doing this, will you?” 

The next day. 

 
Before the trial, Renee received news that Briar had committed suicide… 
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The Read The Untouchable Ex Wife series by Mizuki Sei has been updated to chapter Chapter 200 . 

In Chapter 200 of the The Untouchable Ex Wife series, Renee Everheart is in the middle of cooking 

when her husband, Stefan Hunt, coldly tells her that they should get a divorce. Four years ago, 

Renee's family went bankrupt, leading her parents to commit suicide. Before her grandfather passed 

away, he asked Stefan's grandfather to take care of Renee, resulting in their arranged marriage. Renee 

had fallen in love with Stefan over time, but he remained distant. Stefan offers 

her $40 million and a penthouse in Long Beach, treating the divorce as a business transaction. Despite 

her disappointment, Renee agrees and signs the divorce papers. Stefan is surprised by her resolve, as 

he knew her as fragile and indecisive. He asks her to move out quickly, and the housekeeper shows 

hostility towards Renee. Suddenly, Briar Desrosiers arrives and shows disdain for the housekeeper. 

Renee realizes that Briar is Stefan's new partner .......................................... Will this Chapter 200 author 

Mizuki 

Sei mention any details. Follow Chapter 200 and the latest episodes of this series at Novelxo.com. 
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